
From: Julie M. Kroll
To: DiLeo, Alexis
Cc: Liu, Luke; Redinger, Cynthia; Ron Mucha (rmucha@morningsideUSA.com); Brandon M. Hayes; Mike J. Labadie
Subject: RE: Morningside Revised TIS-6/21/2017
Date: Monday, July 17, 2017 3:57:22 PM
Attachments: Maiden Lane & Neilson Court Signal Warrant Analysis.xls

Alexis,
 
The signal warrant analysis spreadsheet is attached for Maiden Lane & Neilson Court.  The analysis
includes only Warrants 3 & 4 per the MMUTCD. 
 

We did not evaluate Warrant 1 (Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume) as we only collected four hours
of turning movement counts at the study intersections per the project scoping meetings and
discussions held with the City of Ann Arbor over the preceding months, and the evaluation of
Warrant 1 requires a minimum eight hours of traffic volumes.

 
We did not evaluate Warrant 2 (Four-Hour Vehicular Volume) as we only projected the AM
peak hour and PM peak hour site-generated person trips (two hours in total).  As you’ll see in
the attached Warrant 2 worksheet, neither of the peak hour vehicle volumes at this location
meet the warrant thresholds.  Therefore, it follows that the AM peak period and PM peak
period shoulder hours (where volumes are lower) would not meet the thresholds, either. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that none of the four hours of traffic data meet the signal
warrant threshold as outlined in Warrant 2.  In order for a signal to be warranted under
Warrant 2, all four analysis hours must meet the warrant threshold.

 
Therefore, only Warrants 3 and 4 were applicable for this site and were thus included in the study.
 
Please let us know if you have any further questions or need additional clarification regarding the
traffic study.
 
Thanks,
Julie
 
 
Julie M. Kroll, PE, PTOE
 
FLEIS & VANDENBRINK
27725 Stansbury Blvd., Suite 150 | Farmington Hills | MI | 48334
O: 248.536.0080 | D: 248.536.1998 | C: 248.342.5786 | F: 248.536.0079
www.fveng.com
 
 
 

From: DiLeo, Alexis [mailto:ADiLeo@a2gov.org] 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 10:20 AM
To: Julie M. Kroll <jkroll@fveng.com>
Cc: Liu, Luke <YLiu@a2gov.org>; Redinger, Cynthia <CRedinger@a2gov.org>
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Revisions

		

		Revision Date		Issues Addressed

		2/20/14		Initial 2014 Warrant Update for Use

		3/6/14		Corrected pedestrian volume selection based on new major/minor road selection criteria. Also added Screen tip clarifying that the major road is always the first one listed.

		3/7/14		Addressed volume selection formula issue on "Volume Summary" tab.

		3/19/14		Addressed format issue on Warrant 1 graphs. If volume thresholds were reduced for speed, the cell with "YES" was being cut off. Also on the Warrant Summary tab the "issue to be addressed" cell was modified to wrap the text.

		4/3/14		Updated W1 tab to reference the number of approach lanes on the minor road when selecting the volume criteria for minor road.

				Updated the Ratio calculation on the Input tab to specifically select the 8 hours of turning movement counts in order to avoid the potential that a user with data points outside the typical TMC hours overrides the sheet and doesn't correct the forumlas to account for it.

		6/2/14		Made minor formatting revisions to warrant graphs.  No changes to formulas.

		6/18/14		Posted to MDOT website

		1/27/15		Posted to MDOT website: Updated to allow 56% with Crash Warrant. Also revised verbiage in cell D18 of INPUT tab

		1/30/15		Posted to MDOT website: Correction to Tab W7 B to allow 56% with Crash Warrant

		8/4/15		Added the Instructions Tab.  Added rows 5 & 6 on the Input tab. Row 5 is blank. Row 6 designates first street as Major Street and second as Minor Street

		9/29/15		Modified cells L15, M15, N15, and O15 in the "Volume Summary" tab.  Turn percentage is now calculated using only input volumes from 07:00-09:00, 11:00-13:00, and 14:00-18:00.  Previous versions used all input volumes from 07:00-18:00.  If for the same hour, "Turn Volume" was populated but the "Manual Counts" was not populated (or vice-versa), then the Turn percentage calculation was erroneous and the discounted volumes were erroneous.  See pictures to the right for clarification

		11/30/16		Restored hidden cell Z3 in INPUT tab which restored Minor St name in legend of graphs in tabs W1A, W1B, W1A&B, W7A, and W7B





Instructions

		





INPUT

		

				TRAFFIC SIGNAL WARRANT ANALYSIS DATA ENTRY
ONLY ENTER DATA IN YELLOW CELLS																																																Major St. (Maiden Lane ) Counts Both Approaches

																																																				Minor St. ( ) Counts One Approach

				Spot Number		N/A

						MAJOR STREET						MINOR STREET

				Intersection of		Maiden Lane				at		Neilson Court						Analysis Date		6/8/17				by		F&V

				DIRECTION		E-W						N-S						Data Collection Date

				City/Twp		Ann Arbor

								Is the intersection within an Isolated community? Yes or No																				NO

								DO NOT ENTER ANY VALUE IN THIS BOX

								Discount for Right Turn Volume (or Lefts at Crossovers)?																				NO

								Percent Reduction in NB Right Turn Volumes																						Confirm Percentage Reduction with MDOT Signals Unit.

								Percent Reduction in SB Right Turn Volumes																						Confirm Percentage Reduction with MDOT Signals Unit.

								Percent Reduction in EB Right Turn Volumes																						Confirm Percentage Reduction with MDOT Signals Unit.

								Percent Reduction in WB Right Turn Volumes																						Confirm Percentage Reduction with MDOT Signals Unit.

								Have Other Remedial Measures Been Tried (Warrant 1 A&B)?																				NO		If Yes, include description.

								Have Other Remedial Measures Been Tried (Warrant 7)?																				NO		If Yes, include description.

								Are there 5 or more Crashes Susceptible to Correction by Signalization in a 12 Month Period?																				NO		If Yes, include crash analysis.

								Review Peak Hour Warrant?																				YES

								Peak Hour Stop Delay (Vehicle Hours)

								Number of Intersection Approaches																				4

								Peak Hour

								Has a Study been Conducted that Demonstrates a Need for Signalization Based on a Lack of Signal Coordination (Warrant 6)?																				NO		Include Study in Submittal

								Has a Study been Conducted that Demonstrates a Need for Signalization Based on a the Need to Encourage Concentration and Organization of Traffic Flow (Warrant 8)?																				NO		Include Study in Submittal

								Pedestrian Warrant Information

								Distance to nearest Signal or Stop Sign on Major Road (ft)																				800

								Is the 15th Percentile Speed of Pedestrians Less than 3.5ft/sec?																				NO

								DO NOT ENTER ANY VALUE IN THIS BOX																						Confirm Percentage Reduction with MDOT Signals Unit.

								Number of Gaps for School Crossings																				N/A

								Duration of Gap Study (minutes)																				N/A

								Width of Street (feet)																				N/A

								Number of School Children per Group																				N/A

								Number of School Children																				N/A

								Crosswalk Length																				N/A

								Is Pedestrian Sight Distance Sufficient?																				YES

								Grade Crossing Information																																		1 Lane Approach										2 Lane Approach

								Clear Storage Distance 
(Enter Greater than 140 if no Railroad Present)

								Number of Approach Lanes Crossing Tracks

								Peak Hour for Train Crossings 
(If not known, use Peak Vehicle Hour)

								Trains Crossings per Day? (Use 3-5 if Unknown)

								Percentage of High Occupancy Buses(Use 0% if Unknown)?

								Percentage of Tractor Trailers? (Use 7.6% to 12.5% if Unknown)

								Issue to Be Addressed by Signalization:

								Neilson Court																				Maiden Lane

								NORTHBOUND										SOUTHBOUND										EASTBOUND										WESTBOUND

				Number of lanes				2										1										2										2

				SPEED LIMIT OR 85th Percentile MPH				25										25										30										30

								Direction =		NB								Direction =		SB								Direction =		EB								Direction =		WB

								Machine #										Machine #										Machine #										Machine #

				Traffic Counts				Machine		Turn Volume		Manual
Counts		PED				Machine		Turn Volume		Manual
Counts		PED				Machine		Turn Volume		Manual
Counts		PED				Machine		Turn Volume		Manual
Counts		PED

								Minor						COUNT				Minor						COUNT				Major						COUNT				Major						COUNT

								Vol #1						S-LEG				Vol # 2						N-LEG				Vol # 3						W-LEG				Vol # 4						E-LEG

		1		00:01 - 01:00

		2		01:00 - 02:00

		3		02:00 - 03:00

		4		03:00 - 04:00

		5		04:00 - 05:00

		6		05:00 - 06:00

		7		06:00 - 07:00

		8		07:00 - 08:00								41		10								87		17								531		9								275		17

		9		08:00 - 09:00										18										23										20										22

		10		09:00 - 10:00

		11		10:00 - 11:00

		12		11:00 - 12:00

		13		12:00 - 13:00

		14		13:00 - 14:00

		15		14:00 - 15:00

		16		15:00 - 16:00

		17		16:00 - 17:00								81		6								49		31								275		9								786		17

		18		17:00 - 18:00										2										31										12										18

		19		18:00 - 19:00

		20		19:00 - 20:00

		20		20:00 - 21:00

		21		21:00 - 22:00

		22		22:00 - 23:00

		23		23:00 - 00:00

				Were the machine and manual counts taken on the same day?

								MANUAL#1 / machine NB										MANUAL#2 / Machine SB										MANUAL#1 /  Machine EB										MANUAL#4 / Machine WB

				Ratio				1.00										1.00										1.00										1.00

				Input Check:				Check Machine Counts										Check Machine Counts										Check Machine Counts										Check Machine Counts

				Is data Correct?				YES										YES										YES										YES

				HELP:

				Check Machine Counts = A ZERO has been input during at least one of the hours, if volumes are correct, ignore this error. Ratio may need to be hand calculated.

				Check Manual Counts = A ZERO has been input for at least one hour, if volumes are correct, ignore this error. Ratio may need to be hand calculated.

				Confirm Volumes = The ratio between the manual counts and machine counts is out of normal range. Please check volumes, if volumes are correct,  ignore this error.



Have Other Remedial Measures Been Tried (Warrant 1 A&B)?

Have Other Remedial Measures Been Tried (Warrant 7)?

DO NOT ENTER ANY VALUE IN THIS BOX

Clear Storage Distance 
(Enter Greater than 140 if no Railroad Present)

Number of Approach Lanes Crossing Tracks

Percentage of High Occupancy Buses(Use 0% if Unknown)?

Issue to Be Addressed by Signalization:

Number of lanes

Is data Correct?

Confirm Volumes = The ratio between the manual counts and machine counts is out of normal range. Please check volumes, if volumes are correct,  ignore this error.

Distance to nearest Signal or Stop Sign on Major Road (ft)

Crosswalk Length

Turn Volume

Turn Volume

Turn Volume

Turn Volume

PED

PED

PED

PED

Intersection of



Volume Summary

		Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices																				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

		Volume Summary																				Volumes Discounted for Right Turn Volumes (Left Turns at Crossovers)

		Prepared by MDOT for the 2011 Edition of the MMUTCD																				Prepared by MDOT for the 2011 Edition of the MMUTCD

		Spot Number:		N/A																		Spot Number:		N/A

		Major Street:		Maiden Lane						Minor Street:		Neilson Court										Major Street:		Maiden Lane						Minor Street:		Neilson Court

		Intersection:		Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court																		Intersection:		Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

		City/Twp:		Ann Arbor																		City/Twp:		Ann Arbor

		Date Performed:		6/8/17				Performed By:		F&V												Date Performed:		6/8/17				Performed By:		F&V

		Date Volumes Collected:				12/31/99																Date Volumes Collected:				12/31/99

		0

				Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total						Percent Discount		0%		0%		0%		0%

				NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor										Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total

		00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0								NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor

		01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						Turn Percentage		0%		0%		0%		0%

		02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934						04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934

		11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191						13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191

		20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125						21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																						22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																						23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																						Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

		Where manual counts were taken on the same day as the machine counts, the spreadsheet will look at																				Where manual counts were taken on the same day as the machine counts, the spreadsheet will look at

		the difference between manual and machine counts and adjust the hours without manual counts. This																				the difference between manual and machine counts and adjust the hours without manual counts. This

		spreadsheet places a higher level of credibility on the manual counts.																				spreadsheet places a higher level of credibility on the manual counts.

				Warrant		Sub-Warrant		met thresholds?

				1		1 A		NO

						1 B		NO

						1 A & B		N/A

				2

		In order or Preference the following volumes will be used (Each hour is reviewed independently).																				In order of Preference the following volumes will be used (Each Hour is reviewed independently).

				1: Manual Turning Movement Count																				1: Reduce the manual turn movement count by the percentage requested.

				2: Machine Counts Adjusted by the Count Ratio for that Approach if Manual Counts are taken on the same Day																				2: Where no turning movement counts are available, use the average turn percentage to calculate an assumed turn volume and reduce that by the percentage requested.

				3: Machine Counts Unadjusted if there are no manual counts or if the manual counts are taken on a different Day

		Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 62-91)

		NO

		Volumes applied to warrants

				Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total

				NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor

		00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1

		01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				2

		02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				3

		03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				4

		04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				5

		05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				6

		06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				7

		07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934				8

		08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				9

		09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				10

		10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				11

		11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				12

		12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				13

		13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				14

		14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				15

		15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				16

		16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191				17

		17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				18

		18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				19

		19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				20

		20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				21

		21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				22

		22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				23

		23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				24

		Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

		# Lanes		2		1		2		2
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Warrant Summary

		

				Summary of Warrants

				Spot Number:		N/A

				Major Street:		Maiden Lane				Minor Street:		Neilson Court

				Intersection:		Maiden Lane at Neilson Court

				City/Twp:		Ann Arbor

				Date Performed:		6/8/17				Performed By:		F&V

				Date Volumes Collected:				12/31/99

				Warrant						Condition		Is Warrant Met

				Data Has Been Validated								YES

				0

				WARRANT 1: Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume								NO

										Condition A		NO

										Condition B		NO

										Condition A&B		N/A

				WARRANT 2: Four-Hour Vehicular Volume						(100%)		NO

				WARRANT 3: Peak-Hour Vehicular Volume						(100%)		0

										Condition A		0

										Condition B		NO

				WARRANT 4: Pedestrian Volume						(100%)		NO

										Four Hour		NO

										Peak Hour		NO

				(Threshold)						HAWK		NO

				(Threshold)						RRFB		YES

				WARRANT 5: School Crossing								NO

				WARRANT 6: Coordinated Signal System								NO

				WARRANT 7: Crash Experience								NO

										Condition A		NO

										Condition B		NO

				WARRANT 8: Roadway Network								NO

				WARRANT 9: Intersection Near a Grade Crossing								0

				Issue to Be Addressed by Signalization:

				0



HAWK

RRFB



W1

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 1: Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume

						Intersection:		Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

						Date		6/8/17		by		F&V

						2		: No. of Lanes on Major St?

						2		: No. of Lanes on Minor St?

						30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

						NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

						0		: if answer 4 is Yes, then what is the of the population isolated community?

						NO		: Have other remedial measures been tried?

						USE 100% WARRANTS 1A AND 1B. DO NOT USE COMBINATION OF A & B

																A		A		A		A		B		B		B		B		A&B		A

								Major 
Volume 
(Both Apr.)		Minor Volume (One Apr.)		Condition A Major Volume		Condition A Minor Volume		Warrant Condition 
A Met?		Condition B Major Volume		Condition B Minor Volume		Warrant Condition 
B Met?		Combination Major A		Combination Minor A		Combination Major B		Combination Minor B		Warrant Condition A&B met?

						Time		E-W		N-S

						00:01 - 01:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						01:00 - 02:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						02:00 - 03:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						03:00 - 04:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						04:00 - 05:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						05:00 - 06:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						06:00 - 07:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						07:00 - 08:00		806		87		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						08:00 - 09:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						09:00 - 10:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						10:00 - 11:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						11:00 - 12:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						12:00 - 13:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						13:00 - 14:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						14:00 - 15:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						15:00 - 16:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						16:00 - 17:00		1061		81		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						17:00 - 18:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						18:00 - 19:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						19:00 - 20:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						20:00 - 21:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						21:00 - 22:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						22:00 - 23:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

						23:00 - 00:00		0		0		600		200		NO		900		100		NO		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

																												Number of Hours that met the warrant 1A =		0

																												Number of Hours that met the warrant 1B =		0

																												Number of Hours that met the warrant 1 A & B =		0

						A. Is the Minimum Vehicular Volume Warrant Met? (Condition A)																										NO

						B. Is the Interruption of Continuous Traffic Met? (Condition B)																										NO

						C. Combination of Warrants A and B Criteria Met?																										N/A

						Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 69-82)

						Major Street

								Condition A				100%		80%		70%		56%				Reduced for Speed?		NO

										1 Lane		500		400		350		280				Reduced for Population?		NO

										2 or More Lanes		600		480		420		336

								Condition B

										1 lane		750		600		525		420

										2 or More Lanes		900		720		630		504

						Minor Street

								Condition A				100%		80%		70%		56%

										1 Lane		150		120		105		84

										2 or More Lanes		200		160		140		112

								Condition B

										1 lane		75		60		52.5		42

										2 or More Lanes		100		80		70		56
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Major Street

Minor Street

Number of vehicles over an eight hour period

Number of vehicles over an eight hour period
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W1A

		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00

		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00

		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00

		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00

		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00

		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00

		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00

		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00

		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00

		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00

		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00

		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00

		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00

		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00

		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00

		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00

		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00

		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00

		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00

		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00

		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00

		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00

		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00

		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00



FIGURE 1: WARRANT 1A

IS THERE A REDUCTION  IN THE  WARRANT THRESHOLDS TO 70% ...

NO

Does this intersection meet Warrant 1A for signal installation?

NO

1- DUE TO SPEED?

2- DUE TO ISOLATED COMMUNITY WITH POPULATION LESS THAN 10,000?

NO

NO. OF LANES ON MAJOR ST.?

NO. OF LANES ON MINOR ST.?

2

2

Spot Number:

N/A

Number of Hours that met the Warrant:

0

Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

Data Collection Date:

Major St. (Maiden Lane ) Counts Both Approaches

Minor St. ( ) Counts One Approach

Major St Warrant Threshold

Minor St. Warrant Threshold

Time of the day: Hr.

Volume: Vehicle per Hour
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W1B

		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00

		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00

		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00

		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00

		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00

		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00

		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00

		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00

		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00

		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00

		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00

		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00

		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00

		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00

		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00

		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00

		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00

		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00

		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00

		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00

		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00

		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00

		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00

		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00



NO

NO

2

2

N/A

Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

NO

0

Data Collection Date:

FIGURE 1: WARRANT 1B

IS THERE A REDUCTION  IN THE  WARRANT THRESHOLDS TO 70% ...

1- DUE TO SPEED?

2- DUE TO ISOLATED COMMUNITY WITH POPULATION LESS THAN 10,000?

Does this intersection meet Warrant 1B for signal installation?

Number of Hours that met the Warrant:

NO. OF LANES ON MAJOR ST.?

NO. OF LANES ON MINOR ST.?

Spot Number:

Major St. (Maiden Lane ) Counts Both Approaches

Minor St. ( ) Counts One Approach

Major St Warrant Threshold

Minor St. Warrant Threshold

Time of the day: Hr.

Volume: Vehicle per Hour
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W1A&B

		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00

		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00

		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00

		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00

		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00

		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00

		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00

		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00

		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00

		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00

		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00

		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00

		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00

		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00

		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00

		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00

		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00

		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00

		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00

		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00

		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00

		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00

		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00

		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00
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N/A

Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

N/A

0

Data Collection Date:

FIGURE 3: WARRANT 1A&B

IS THERE A REDUCTION  IN THE  WARRANT THRESHOLDS TO 56% ...

1- DUE TO SPEED?

2- DUE TO ISOLATED COMMUNITY WITH POPULATION LESS THAN 10,000?

NO. OF LANES ON MAJOR ST.?

NO. OF LANES ON MINOR ST.?

Spot Number:

Does this intersection meet Warrant 1A&B for signal installation?

Number of Hours that met the Warrant:

Major St. (Maiden Lane ) Counts Both Approaches

Minor St. ( ) Counts One Approach

Major St Warrant Threshold 1A

Minor St. Warrant Threshold 1A

Major St. Warrant Threshold 1B

Minor St. Warrant Threshold 1B

Time of the day: Hr.

Volume: Vehicle per Hour
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W2-100%

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 2: Four-Hour Vehicular Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								2		: No. of Lanes on Major St.

								2		: No. of Lanes on Minor St.

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

								0		: What is the of the population isolated community?

				0

				How Many Hours Are Met																0

				Is Warrant 2 (100%) Met?																NO

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 53-97)

										Baseline Curve Data

												2&2				2&1				1&2				1&1

																		1340		80						1400		80		115

										1295		115						1300		90						1300		80		115

										1200		145		1118		115		1200		100						1200		80		115

										1100		165		1100		120		1100		120		1100		80		1142				115

										1000		200		1000		150		1000		150		1000		100		1100		80

										900		240		900		175		900		175		900		120		1118

										800		275		800		200		800		200		800		150		1340

										700		340		700		250		700		250		700		180		1142

										600		390		600		290		600		290		600		220

										500		460		500		340		500		340		500		260

														400		390		400		390		400		310

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met (Formula based on 2nd order polynomial generated on graph from baseline curve data)

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				2 or More Lanes All Approaches				2 or More Lanes Major 
1 Lane Minor				1 Lane Major
2 or More Lanes Minor				1 Lane All Approaches

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934				280		No		206		No		206		No		147		No

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191				178		No		130		No		130		No		87		No

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				874		No		651		No		651		No		550		No

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0				0				0				0
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W2-100%

		



2 or More Lanes & 2 or More Lanes

2 or More lanes & 1 Lane

1 Lane &1 Lane

Count Data

2 or More Lanes All Directions

2 or More Lanes & 1 Lane

1 Lane All Approaches

1 Lane & 2 or More Lanes

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

MINOR STREET HIGHER VOLUME APPROACH-VPH



W2-70%

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 2: Four-Hour Vehicular Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								2		: No. of Lanes on Major St.

								2		: No. of Lanes on Minor St.

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

								0		: What is the of the population isolated community?

				DO NOT USE THIS GRAPH - USE 100% GRAPH

				How Many Hours Are Met																1

				Is Warrant (70%) Met?																N/A

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 52-96)

										Baseline Curve Data

												2&2				2&1				1&2				1&1

																		1000		60						800		80

										890		80		800		80		900		65						1000		80

										800		105		700		100		800		80		800		60		800				60

										700		140		600		130		700		100		700		70		1000				60

										600		175		500		165		600		130		600		90

										500		225		400		215		500		165		500		125

										400		290		300		265		400		215		400		160

																		300		265		300		205

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				2 or More Lanes All Approaches				2 or More Lanes Major 
1 Lane Minor				1 Lane Major
2 or More Lanes Minor				1 Lane All Approaches

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934				102		No		80		Yes		78		Yes		60		Yes

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191				80		Yes		80		Yes		60		Yes		60		Yes

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				616		No		474		No		474		No		395		No

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								1				2				2				2
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W2-70%

		



2 or More Lanes & 2 or More Lanes

2 or More lanes & 1 Lane

1 Lane &1 Lane

Count Data

2 or More Lanes All Directions

2 or More Lanes & 1 Lane

1 Lane All Approaches

1 Lane & 2 or More Lanes

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

MINOR STREET HIGHER VOLUME APPROACH-VPH



W3A

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 3 A: Peak-Hour Vehicular Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

						NOT MET		0		: Total Stop Time Delay (hrs)

								2		: Minor Street Approach Lanes

								4		: Total Approaches

						0		0		: Minor Approach Volume

						0		0		: Total Entering Volume

								000:		: Peak Hour

				Is Warrant 3 A Met?																0

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 49-81)

				NB		SB		EB		WB

				2		1		2		2		Approach Lanes

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

				# Lanes		2		1		2		2
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W3B-100%

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 3 B(100%): Peak-Hour Vehicular Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								2		: No. of Lanes on Major St.

								2		: No. of Lanes on Minor St.

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

								0		: What is the of the population isolated community?

				0

				How Many Hours Are Met																0

				Is Warrant 3 B (100%) Met?																NO

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 52-96)

										Baseline Curve Data

												2&2				2&1				1&2				1&1

																										1450				150

										1700		150		1700				1700		100						1800				150

										1600		170		1600				1600		120						1500		100

										1500		180		1500				1500		145		1500		100		1800		100

										1400		220		1400		155		1400		155		1400		120

										1300		250		1300		190		1300		190		1300		130

										1200		285		1200		220		1200		220		1200		150

										1100		340		1100		250		1100		250		1100		175

										1000		370		1000		285		1000		285		1000		200

										900		425		900		325		900		325		900		245

										800		475		800		360		800		360		800		285

										700		540		700		420		700		420		700		325

										600		590		600		460		600		460		600		360

																						500		420

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				2 or More Lanes All Approaches				2 or More Lanes Major 
1 Lane Minor				1 Lane Major
2 or More Lanes Minor				1 Lane All Approaches

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934				473		No		365		No		365		No		276		No

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191				346		No		264		No		264		No		188		No

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1051		No		821		No		821		No		737		No

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0				0				0				0
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W3B-100%

		



2 or More Lanes & 2 or More Lanes

2 or More lanes & 1 Lane

1 Lane &1 Lane

Count Data

2 or More Lanes All Directions

2 or More Lanes & 1 Lane

1 Lane All Approaches

1 Lane & 2 or More Lanes

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

MINOR STREET HIGHER VOLUME APPROACH-VPH



W3B-70%

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 3 B(70%): Peak-Hour Vehicular Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								2		: No. of Lanes on Major St.

								2		: No. of Lanes on Minor St.

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

								0		: What is the of the population isolated community?

				DO NOT USE THIS GRAPH - USE 100% GRAPH

				How Many Hours Are Met																0

				Is Warrant (70%) Met?																NO

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 53-97)

										Baseline Curve Data

												2&2				2&1				1&2				1&1

										1300				1300				1300		75		1300				1075		100

										1175		100		1175				1200		80		1200				1300		100

										1100		120		1100		100		1100		100		1100		75		1100				75

										1000		150		1000		120		1000		120		1000		80		1300				75

										900		175		900		140		900		140		900		100

										800		225		800		160		800		160		800		120

										700		260		700		200		700		200		700		145

										600		315		600		245		600		245		600		170

										500		370		500		280		500		280		500		220

										400				400		340		400		340		400		260

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				2 or More Lanes All Approaches				2 or More Lanes Major 
1 Lane Minor				1 Lane Major
2 or More Lanes Minor				1 Lane All Approaches

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934				217		No		165		No		165		No		116		No

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191				129		No		103		No		103		No		77		Yes

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				730		No		591		No		591		No		500		No

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0				0				0				1
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W3B-70%

		



2 or More Lanes & 2 or More Lanes

2 or More lanes & 1 Lane

1 Lane &1 Lane

Count Data

2 or More Lanes All Directions

2 or More Lanes & 1 Lane

1 Lane All Approaches

1 Lane & 2 or More Lanes

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

MINOR STREET HIGHER VOLUME APPROACH-VPH



W4 4HR-100%

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 4 (100%): Four-Hour Pedestrian Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								800		: Distance to Nearest Signal or Stop Control on Major Road

								0%		: Percentage Reduction in Pedestrian Volumes

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

								0		: What is the of the population isolated community?

				0

				How Many Hours Are Met																0

				Is Warrant 4 B (100%): Four Hour Met?																NO

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 52-96)

										Baseline Curve Data

										1100		110				1400		107

										1000		125				1100		107

										900		150

										800		200

										700		225

										600		300

										500		350

										400		400

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				2 or More Lanes All Approaches

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0		Pedestrian Volumes

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934		26		192		No

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42		725		No

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		725		No

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		725		No

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		725		No

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		725		No

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191		26		111		No

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30		725		No

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0
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W4 4HR-100%

		



Count Data

Curve Data

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

Total of All Pedestrians Crossing Major Street - Pedestrians per hour (PPH)



W4 4HR-70%

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 4 (70%): Four-Hour Pedestrian Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								800		: Distance to Nearest Signal or Stop Control on Major Road

								0%		: Percentage Reduction in Pedestrian Volumes

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

								0		: What is the of the population isolated community?

				DO NOT USE THIS GRAPH - USE 100% GRAPH

				How Many Hours Are Met																N/A

				Is Warrant 4 B (70%): Four Hour Met?																N/A

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 52-96)

										Baseline Curve Data

										780		80				1000		75

										700		90				780		75

										600		125

										500		175

										400		220

										300		275

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				2 or More Lanes All Approaches

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0		Pedestrian Volumes

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934		26		75		No

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42		502		No

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		502		No

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		502		No

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		502		No

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		502		No

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191		26		75		No

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30		502		No

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0
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W4 4HR-70%

		



Count Data

Curve Data

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

Total of All Pedestrians Crossing Major Street - Pedestrians per hour (PPH)



W4 P-100%

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 4 (100%): Peak-Hour Pedestrian Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								800		: Distance to Nearest Signal or Stop Control on Major Road

								0%		: Percentage Reduction in Pedestrian Volumes

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

								0		: What is the of the population isolated community?

				0

				How Many Hours Are Met																0

				Is Warrant 4 B (100%): Peak Hour Met?																NO

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 52-96)

										Baseline Curve Data

										1475		133

										1400		150

										1300		175				1800		133

										1200		200				1475		133

										1100		225

										1000		280

										900		325

										800		375

										700		420

										600		500

										500		575

										400		650

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				2 or More Lanes All Approaches

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0		Pedestrian Volumes

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934		26		370		No

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42		1026		No

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1026		No

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1026		No

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1026		No

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1026		No

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191		26		248		No

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30		1026		No

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0
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W4 P-100%

		



Count Data

Curve Data

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

Total of All Pedestrians Crossing Major Street - Pedestrians per hour (PPH)



W4 P-70%

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 4 (70%): Peak-Hour Pedestrian Volume

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								800		: Distance to Nearest Signal or Stop Control on Major Road

								0%		: Percentage Reduction in Pedestrian Volumes

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								NO		: Is the intersection within an Isolated community?

								0		: What is the of the population isolated community?

				DO NOT USE THIS GRAPH - USE 100% GRAPH

				How Many Hours Are Met																N/A

				Is Warrant 4 B (70%): Peak Hour Met?																N/A

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 52-96)

										Baseline Curve Data

										1050		93

										1000		100

										900		125				1200		93

										800		150				1050		93

										700		190

										600		250

										500		290

										400		350

										300		420

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				2 or More Lanes All Approaches

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0		Pedestrian Volumes

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934		26		153		No

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42		666		No

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		666		No

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		666		No

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		666		No

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		666		No

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191		26		93		No

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30		666		No

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0
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W4 P-70%

		



Count Data

Curve Data

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

Total of All Pedestrians Crossing Major Street - Pedestrians per hour (PPH)



W5

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 5: School Crossing

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

								800		: Distance to Nearest Signal or Stop Control on Major Road

								N/A		: Width of Street

								N/A		: Number of Children per Group

								0		: Safe Gap (Seconds)

								N/A		: Number of Gaps in Study Period

								N/A		: Study Period (Minutes)

								N/A		: Number of School Children

				Is Warrant 5 Met?																NO
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: Safe Gap (Seconds)

WARRANT 5: School Crossing



W6

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 6: Coordinated Signal System

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by								F&V

				The Progressive Movement warrant is satisfied when:

				1.  On a one-way street or a street which has predominantly unidirectional traffic, the

				adjacent signals are so far apart that they do not provide the necessary degree of vehicle

				platooning, or

				2.  On a two-way street, adjacent signals do not provide the necessary degree of a platooning

				and the proposed or adjacent signals could constitute a progressive signal

				system.

				The installation of a signal according to this warrant should not be considered where the

				resultant signal spacing is less than 1,000 feet.

				Is Warrant 6 Met?																NO
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WARRANT 6: Coordinated Signal System



W7

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 7: Crash Experience

				Spot Number:		N/A

				Intersection:		Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date		6/8/17		by		F&V

						2		: No. of Lanes on Major St?

						2		: No. of Lanes on Minor St?

						NO		: Has adequate trial of remedial measure with adequate enforcement been tried?

						NO		: Are there 5 or more Crashes Susceptable to Correction by Signalization in a 12 Month Period?

						Major 
Volume 
(Both Apr.)		Minor Volume (One Apr.)		Condition A Major Volume		Condition A Minor Volume		Warrant Condition 
A Met?		Condition B Major Volume		Condition B Minor Volume		Warrant Condition 
B Met?

				Time		E-W		N-S

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				07:00 - 08:00		806		87		480		160		NO		720		80		YES

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				16:00 - 17:00		1061		81		480		160		NO		720		80		YES

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		480		160		NO		720		80		NO

												Is there a reduction in the warrant thresholds to 56% =		NO

												Number of Hours that met the warrant 7A =		0

												Number of Hours that met the warrant 7B =		2

				A. Is the Minimum Vehicular Volume Warrant Met Based on Crash Patterns? (Condition A)																						NO

				B. Is the Interruption of Continuous Traffic Met Based on Crash Patterns? (Condition B)																						NO

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 64-76)

				Major Street

						Condition A				100%		80%		70%		56%

								1 Lane		500		400		350		280

								2 or More Lanes		600		480		420		336

						Condition B

								1 lane		750		600		525		420

								2 or More Lanes		900		720		630		504

				Minor Street

						Condition A				100%		80%		70%		56%

								1 Lane		150		120		105		84

								2 or More Lanes		200		160		140		112

						Condition B

								1 lane		75		60		52.5		42

								2 or More Lanes		100		80		70		56
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WARRANT 7: Crash Experience



W7A

		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00

		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00

		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00

		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00

		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00

		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00

		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00

		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00

		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00

		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00

		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00

		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00

		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00

		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00

		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00

		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00

		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00

		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00

		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00

		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00

		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00

		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00

		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00

		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00



FIGURE 1: WARRANT 7A

NO. OF LANES ON MAJOR ST.?

NO. OF LANES ON MINOR ST.?

2

2

Does this intersection meet Warrant 7A for signal installation?

NO

Data Collection Date:

Spot Number:

N/A

Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

Number of Hours that met the Warrant:

0

Is there a reduction in the Warrant Threshold to 56%:

NO

Major St. (Maiden Lane ) Counts Both Approaches

Minor St. ( ) Counts One Approach

Major St Warrant Threshold

Minor St. Warrant Threshold

Time of the day: Hr.

Volume: Vehicle per Hour
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W7B

		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00		00:01 - 01:00

		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00		01:00 - 02:00

		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00		02:00 - 03:00

		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00		03:00 - 04:00

		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00		04:00 - 05:00

		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00		05:00 - 06:00

		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00		06:00 - 07:00

		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00		07:00 - 08:00

		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00		08:00 - 09:00

		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00		09:00 - 10:00

		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00		10:00 - 11:00

		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00		11:00 - 12:00

		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00		12:00 - 13:00

		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00		13:00 - 14:00

		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00		14:00 - 15:00

		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00		15:00 - 16:00

		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00		16:00 - 17:00

		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00		17:00 - 18:00

		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00		18:00 - 19:00

		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00		19:00 - 20:00

		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00		20:00 - 21:00

		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00		21:00 - 22:00

		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00		22:00 - 23:00

		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00		23:00 - 00:00



FIGURE 2: WARRANT 7B

NO. OF LANES ON MAJOR ST.?

NO. OF LANES ON MINOR ST.?

2

2

Does this intersection meet Warrant 7B for signal installation?

NO

Data Collection Date:

Spot Number:

N/A

Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

Number of Hours that met the Warrant:

2

Is there a reduction in the Warrant Threshold to 56%:

NO

Major St. (Maiden Lane ) Counts Both Approaches

Minor St. ( ) Counts One Approach

Major St Warrant Threshold

Minor St. Warrant Threshold

Time of the day: Hr.

Volume: Vehicle per Hour
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W8

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 8: Roadway Network

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by						F&V

				The need for a traffic signal control study is applicable when the common intersection of

				two or more major routes meets one or both of the following criteria :

						(1) has a total existing, or immediately projected, entering volume of at least

						1,000 vehicles during the peak hour and has five-year projected volumes,

						based on an engineering study, which meet one or more of Warrants 1, 2, and 3

						during an average weekday; or

						(2) has a total existing or immediately projected entering volume of at least 1,000

						vehicles for each of any five hours of a non-normal business day (Saturday and/or Sunday).

				Is Warrant 8 Met?																NO
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WARRANT 8: Roadway Network



W9

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 9: Intersection Near a Grade Crossing

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by						F&V

								0		: Clear Storage Distance (ft)

								0		: Number of Approach Lanes Crossing Tracks

								0		: Peak Hour

								0		: Peak Hour Major Street Volume

								0		: Peak Hour Minor Street Volume

				Adjustment Factors

				fail				0		: Trains per Day

				1				0%		: Percentage High Occupancy Busses

				0				0		: Percentage Tractor Trailers

								0		: Adjusted Minor Street Volume

								0		: Is Figure 4C-10 Satisfied?

				Is Warrant 9 Met?																0

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 42-84)

						Truck Factor

						0% to 2.5%		0.5		0.5

						2.6% to 7.5%		0.75		0.75

						7.6% to 12.5%		1		1

						12.6% to 17.5%		2.3		1.15

						17.6% to 22.5%		2.7		1.35

						22.6% to 27.5%		3.28		1.64

						More than 27.5%		4.18		2.09

				Volumes applied to warrants																		0

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total				0

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0				0

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				2

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				3

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				4

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				5

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				6

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				7

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934				8

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				9

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				10

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				11

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				12

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				13

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				14

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				15

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				16

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191				17

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				18

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				19

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				20

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				21

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				22

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				23

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				24

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125				0

				# Lanes		2		1		2		2
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WARRANT 9: Intersection Near a Grade Crossing



W9 One Ln

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 9: One Lane Approach

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by						F&V

								0		: Clear Storage Distance (ft)

								0		: Peak Hour Major Street Volume

								0		: Peak Hour Minor Street Volume

								0		: Number of Approach Lanes Crossing Tracks

				DO NOT USE THIS GRAPH - Use 2 or More Lane Graph

				Is Warrant 9 One Lane Approach Met?																N/A

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 51-66)

				130 ft				D = 110 ft				D = 90 ft				D = 70 ft				D = 50 ft				D = 30 ft

				VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**

				50		225		50		190		50		160		50		145		50		70		50		60

				100		190		100		160		100		145		100		125		100		50		100		30

				200		140		200		110		200		100		200		70		200		25		200		25

				300		60		300		55		300		55		300		45		300		25		300		25

				400		45		400		45		400		45		400		27		400		25		400		25

				500		25		500		25		500		25		500		25		500		25		500		25

				600		25		600		25		600		25		600		25		600		25		600		25

				700		25		700		25		700		25		700		25		700		25		700		25

				800		25		800		25		800		25		800		25		800		25		800		25

				Determine Criteria Range										Interpolation from Table

				0		0				0				0

				error		0				0
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W9 One Ln

		



130ft

110 ft

90 ft

70 ft

50 ft

30 ft

Count

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

MINOR STREET CROSSING APPROACH-EQUIVALENT VPH



W9 Two Ln

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				WARRANT 9: Two or More Lane Approach

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by						F&V

								0		: Clear Storage Distance (ft)

								0		: Peak Hour Major Street Volume

								0		: Peak Hour Minor Street Volume

								0		: Number of Approach Lanes Crossing Tracks

				0

				Is Warrant 9 Two or More Lane Approach Met?																0

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 51-66)

				D = 130 ft				D = 110 ft				D = 90 ft				D = 70 ft				D = 50 ft				D = 30 ft

				VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		VPH on the minor street, crossing approach equivalent**

				50				50				50				50				50		75		50		60

				100		325		100		260		100		225		100		190		100		45		100		30

				200		220		200		200		200		150		200		75		200		25		200		25

				300		145		300		125		300		80		300		50		300		25		300		25

				400		45		400		45		400		45		400		27		400		25		400		25

				500		25		500		25		500		25		500		25		500		25		500		25

				600		25		600		25		600		25		600		25		600		25		600		25

				700		25		700		25		700		25		700		25		700		25		700		25

				800		25		800		25		800		25		800		25		800		25		800		25

				Determine Criteria Range										Interpolation from Table

				0		0				0				0

				error		0				0
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W9 Two Ln

		



130ft

110 ft

90 ft

70 ft

50 ft

30 ft

Count Data

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

MINOR STREET CROSSING APPROACH-EQUIVALENT VPH



Ped Devices Low Speed

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Pedestrian Device Thresholds (Section 4F)

				ALTERNATE PEDESTRIAN DEVICES (SPEED <= 35 mph)

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by						F&V

								800		: Distance to Nearest Signal or Stop Control on Major Road

								30		: Speed limit or 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								N/A		: Crosswalk Length

								YES		: Sight Distance Sufficient?

				0

				Is the Ped Volume Warrant Met? (See W4 Tabs for Details)																NO

				Is the School Crossing Warrant Met? (See W5 Tabs for Details)																NO

				Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon

				How Many Hours Are Met (HAWK)?

				Can a HAWK be Considered?																NO

				Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon

				Hours Meeting RRFB Minimum Criteria Met?																2

				Are all Data Points below the RRFB Upper Threshold?																YES

				Can an RRFB be Considered?																YES

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 58-134)

										Baseline Curve Data

				HAWK Curves																		RRFB Criteria

				Crosswalk length = 34 ft				Crosswalk length = 50 ft				Crosswalk length = 72 ft				Crosswalk length = 100 ft

				VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street				Upper Limits

				3250		20		3250		20		3250		20		3250		20				0		400

				1700		20		1750		20		1750		20		600		20				700		400

				1500		40		1500		20		1500		20		500		40				2975		20				226.8518518519

				1250		90		1200		20		1250		20		400		75				3250		20

				1000		180		1000		50		800		20		300		150

				750		380		750		125		750		30		200		350				Lower Limit

				700		450		500		350		600		70		175		500				150		400

				250		—		325		500		500		120								150		20

				225		—		225		—		400		210								3250		20

												300		380

												275		500

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0		Pedestrian Volumes		34' Crosswalk				50' Crosswalk				72' Crosswalk				100' Crosswalk				Interpolated						RRFB Check

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0												NOT CORRECT

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0																										Minimum		Maximum

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934		26		1675				1160				1160				20				Error		No				Yes		0

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42		1490				1053				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1700				1200				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1700				1200				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1700				1200				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1700				1200				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191		26		1675				1160				20				20				Error		No				Yes		0

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30		1625				1133				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0																						0				2		0

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0

																						Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

																				Pedestrian Volumes		34' Crosswalk				50' Crosswalk				72' Crosswalk				100' Crosswalk				Interpolated

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No
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Ped Devices Low Speed

		



Count Data

HAWK 34 ft Crossing

HAWK 50 ft Crossing

HAWK 72 ft Crossing

Hawk 100 ft Crossing

RRFB Upper Threshold

RRFB Lower Threshold

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

Total of all Pedestrians Crossing the Major Street Pedestrians per Hour (PPH)



Ped Devices High Speed

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Pedestrian Device Thresholds (Section 4F)

				ALTERNATE PEDESTRIAN DEVICES (SPEED > 35 mph)

				Spot Number:				N/A

				Intersection:				Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date				6/8/17		by						F&V

								800		: Distance to Nearest Signal or Stop Control on Major Road

								30		: Speed limit of 85th Percentile? (MPH)

								N/A		: Crosswalk Length

								YES		: Sight Distance Sufficient?

				DO NOT USE THIS GRAPH - USE LOW SPEED GRAPH

				Is the Ped Volume Warrant Met? (See W4 Tabs for Details)																NO

				Is the School Crossing Warrant Met? (See W5 Tabs for Details)																NO

				Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon

				How Many Hours Are Met (HAWK)?

				Can a HAWK be Considered?																NO

				Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon

				Hours Meeting RRFB Minimum Criteria Met?																2

				Are all Data Points below the RRFB Upper Threshold?																YES

				Can an RRFB be Considered?																YES

				Calculations below - DO NOT CHANGE (Rows 58-134)

										Baseline Curve Data

				HAWK Curves																		RRFB Criteria

				Crosswalk length = 34 ft				Crosswalk length = 50 ft				Crosswalk length = 72 ft				Crosswalk length = 100 ft

				VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street		VPH on the major street (Total of both approaches)		PPH for total of all pedestrians crossing the major street				Upper Limits

				2000		20		2000		20		2000		20		2000		20				0		400

				1180		20		770		20		564		20		394		20				700		400

				1095		29		696		38		500		32		298		55				2975		20				226.8518518519

				856		72		601		72		399		79		186		166				3250		20

				798		115		500		129		293		172		101		500

				707		180		410		247		191		409								Lower Limit

				500		—		297		460		175		500								150		400

				250		—		250		—												150		20

				225		—		225		—		225		—								3250		20

				Volume Counts																		Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

						Minor		Minor		Major		Major		Total		Highest		Total

						NB		SB		EB		WB		Major		Minor		0		Pedestrian Volumes		34' Crosswalk				50' Crosswalk				72' Crosswalk				100' Crosswalk				Interpolated						RRFB Check

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0												NOT CORRECT

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0																										Minimum		Maximum

				07:00 - 08:00		41		87		531		275		806		87		934		26		1675				1160				1160				20				Error		No				Yes		0

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42		1490				1053				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1700				1200				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1700				1200				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1700				1200				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1700				1200				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				16:00 - 17:00		81		49		275		786		1061		81		1191		26		1675				1160				20				20				Error		No				Yes		0

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30		1625				1133				error				error				Error		No				No		0

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0																						0				2		0

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total		122		136		806		1061		1867		168		2125

																								0

																						Curve Value at Major Street Volume & Check if Met

																				Pedestrian Volumes		34' Crosswalk				50' Crosswalk				72' Crosswalk				100' Crosswalk				Interpolated

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No

																				0		error				error				error				error				Error		No
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Ped Devices High Speed

		



Count Data

HAWK 34 ft Crossing

HAWK 50 ft Crossing

HAWK 72 ft Crossing

Hawk 100 ft Crossing

RRFB Upper Threshold

RRFB Lower Threshold

MAJOR STREET - TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VEHICLES PER HOUR (VPH)

Total of all Pedestrians Crossing the Major Street Pedestrians per Hour (PPH)



Emergency Signals

		

				Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

				Worksheet for Signal Warrants (Section 4C)

				Emergency Vehicle Signal or Advance Flasher

				Spot Number:		N/A

				Intersection:		Maiden Lane  @  Neilson Court

				Date		6/8/17		by				F&V

								: No. of Lanes on Major St?

								: Is the sight distance less than eight seconds? (Reduces volume requirements to 80%)

								: Have there been one or more crashes (of a type susceptible to correction by traffic signal control) involving emergency vehicle equipment within the most recent two year period? (Reduces volume requirements to 80%)

								: Number of emergency runs per year.

								: Number of adequate gaps (6 seconds or more) in the major street traffic stream per minute.

								: Distance to nearest existing traffic signal (if there are no adjacent signals enter 999)

								: Is parking prohibited on both sides of the major street a minimum of 150 feet on either side of the projected stop bar location.

						Major 
Volume 
(Both Apr.)		Signal 1 Lane Approach		Signal 2 or More Lane Approach		Flasher 1 Lane Approach		Flasher 2 or More Lane Approach

				Time		100%		(750)		(900)		(375)		(450)

				00:01 - 01:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				01:00 - 02:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				02:00 - 03:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				03:00 - 04:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				04:00 - 05:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				05:00 - 06:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				06:00 - 07:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				07:00 - 08:00		806		0		NO		YES		YES

				08:00 - 09:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				09:00 - 10:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				10:00 - 11:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				11:00 - 12:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				12:00 - 13:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				13:00 - 14:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				14:00 - 15:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				15:00 - 16:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				16:00 - 17:00		1061		0		YES		YES		YES

				17:00 - 18:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				18:00 - 19:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				19:00 - 20:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				20:00 - 21:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				21:00 - 22:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				22:00 - 23:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

				23:00 - 00:00		0		0		NO		NO		NO

												Number of Hours that meet for a Traffic Signal =		1

												Number of Hours that meet for an Advance Flasher =		2

				Can an Emergency Traffic Signal be Considered?																NO

				B. Is the Interruption of Continuous Traffic Met Based on Crash Patterns? (Condition B)																NO



Emergency Vehicle Signal or Advance Flasher



1.0 Signal Warrant Analysis  Spreadsheet  


 


The following will describe how to utilize the  “2015 MMUTCD Signal Warrant Spreadsheet” in the 


determination of signal warrants.  The spreadsheet is broken down  into various tabs. Most tabs are 


protected with data being entered on the “INPUT” tab. Most of the other tabs  are write protected but the 


formulas can be observed and checked.  While it should not be necessary, i f the engineer finds  the need 


to unlock a tab and override a formula, he should include a summary of all changes  with the analysis.  


 


Several of the warrants have multiple criteria based  on speed and population. To account for this, there 


are multiple tabs f or some warrants. If the data on a tab does not apply to the intersection in question, a 


red warning message will be displayed.  


 


At the bottom of many of the tabs are hidden calculation  data. There is a note indicating the rows 


involved. This information should generally be left unchanged.   


  


1.1 Data Input 


 


With two exceptions, all data is entered on the “INPUT” tab. Valid input fields are highlighted in Yellow. 


The valid fields will change  based on prior choices, so it is best to start with a blank copy of the 


spreadsheet and fill in data from top to bottom . Where possible, entries are limited thr ough the use of 


drop down menus. The  two exceptions are for the Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (aka HAWK signal)  and the 


Emergency Vehicle devices .  


 


Failure to complete all  cells highlighted in yellow  may result in errors in th e analysis. 


 


Below is a breakdown of the information entered in the “INPUT” tab:  


 In the first section, enter the general location information.   


o The spreadsheet automatically  designates the major roadway based on  the first road 


listed. 


o It is important to set the direction for each roadway correctly as  it factors into the 


calculations.  


o Two dates are provided: The date the data was collected and the date of the analysis.  


 General warrant criteria  


o Some warrants allow for lower thresholds if the intersection is in the built up portion of an 


isolated community with a population of less than 10,000.   


o At locations with a high  percentage of right turn traffic, the MMUTCD allows th e right turn 


volume to be reduced  to address the “right turn on red” phenomena.  If this option is 


utilized, the percentage reduction should be confirmed with the Traffic Signals Unit.  


 At intersections where a left turn is from a one way road turning onto  another one 


way road (such as at a crossover on a boulevard),  the left turn volumes can be 


reduced in a similar manner . In this case, enter the left turn reduction 


percentages. 


o Warrant 1 Condition A  & B and Warrant 7 require that other remedial measures be  


attempted prior to the application of the  volume portions of these warrants. If used, 


details of the remedial measures attempted  should be provided with the warrant analysis.  


o Warrant 7 requires a pattern of crashes susceptible to correction by signalizat ion. If used, 


details of the crash analysis should be provided with the warrant analysis.  


o Warrant 3 requires an estimate of delay  and a determination of the peak hour.  


 The delay will typically be determined by  simulation modeling. 


 Where possible,  the projected delay from the modeling should be 


confirmed with a field review.  


 For typical optimization projects, the delay is determined by taking the 


delay per vehicle and multiplying it  by the number of vehicles making the 


movement in question . The delay is then converted from seconds to 


hours. 






1.6 Warrant 3 – Peak Hour 


 


Warrant 3 is to be used at a location where at a minimum of one (1) hour per day the minor road traffic 


suffers undue delay when attempting to enter the major street. This is common at office complexes, 


schools, or industrial complexes. There are two condi tions for this warrant.   


 


Warrant 3A requires minimum levels of delay and volume during the peak hour.    


 Does the total entering volume for that hour e qual or exceed 800 vehicles per hour (vph) for a 


four legged intersection or 650vph for a three legged in tersection? 


 The delay of the minor street  is shown in vehicle hours .  Field measured delay is preferred, 


but this number can be found by running the delay report in Synchro.  


 


The spreadsheet will automatically answer whether the Peak Hour Delay warrant is  met for Warrant 3A.    


 


Warrant 3B provides a visual representation of the peak hour conditions.  In the same fashion as Warrant 


2, Warrant 3B has two thresholds (100% and 70%). If any one point falls above the threshold curve then 


Warrant 3B is satisfied.    


 


The MMUTCD does not clarify how to apply Warrant 3 to approaches with more than 2 approach lanes. 


They should be treated the same as a 2 lane approach.  


 


1.7 Warrant 4 – Minimum Pedestrian Volume  


 


In the spreadsheet for Warrant 4 there are four tabs correspo nding to the Four Hour and Peak Hour 


condition at the 100% and 70% thresholds, based on speeds and population. Each tab has a graph 


similar to Warrant 2 that is checked to determine if the data points for each hour are above the threshold 


line. The Four Ho ur condition requires that 4 points be above the threshold line. The Peak Hour condition 


only requires a single hour above the threshold line.   


  


Warrant 4 is not applicable if there is a signal within 300 feet of the intersection.   


 


There is the option to  reduce the threshold if, if the 15


th


 Percentile walking speed is less than 3.5 ft/sec. 


The Traffic Signals Unit should be consulted prior to applying a reduction. Secondly the project manager 


will need to approve whether the pedestrian gap should be check ed or not. This would check  if there were 


60 gaps per hour of adequate length for pedestrians to cross during the  same time period when the 


pedestrian volume criterion is satisfied. This measure would have to be determined through a field 


evaluation and re view.  


 


1.8 Warrant 5 – School Crossing  


 


For the School Crossing warrant the street width and the number of children crossing per group is used to 


determine the length of a safe gap is. This information will provide the user with the amount of time 


necessary to produce a safe gap for children to cross.  The safe gap within the spreadsheet is 


automatically calculated using the following method presented in the ITE Traffic Control Handbook 


(section 1A.11):  
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 Pedestrians crossing the approach (i.e.: The pedestrians crossing the NB 


approach will be for the pedestrians crossing the south leg of the  intersection.) 


The spreadsheet reassigns them as needed.  


o Verify the count data  


 Confirm if the Machine and Manual counts were taken on the same day  


 If the Machine and Manual counts were taken on the same day a number of 


checks are made with warnings provide d. 


 Are there any hours that have a volume of zero in the Machine counts?   


 Are there any hours that have a volume of zero in the Manual counts?  


 For the typical 8 hours of Manual counting, the Manual counts are 


compared to the Machine counts. Machine counter s typically count axels 


and divide by 2 to determine the vehicle volume. This results in the 


Machine counts typically being slightly higher than the Manual counts. 


The ratio shown will typically be in the range of 0.70 to 1.00.  


 If any of the warnings are s hown, the engineer should review the data to 


determine if the data entered is correct.  


 Prior to completing the warrant analysis, the engineer must confirm that 


the data appears to be correct, even if no warning is provided. Failure to 


do so will result in  a data validation error on the “Warrant Summary” tab.  


o If a HAWK pedestrian device is being considered, on the “Ped Devices Low Speed” or 


“Ped Devices High Speed” tab, the graph should be inspected and the number of data 


points exceeding the threshold shoul d be entered on the correct tab.  


o If an Emergency Signal or Advance Flasher is being considered, on the “Emergency 


Signals” tab, the yellow cells should be filled in with the data requested.  


 


1.2 Volume Summary  


 


The raw volume data is not utilized in the warran t analysis. As the Machine and Manual counts typically 


are not identical, they are adjusted to be consistent. The “Volume Summary” tab provides a listing of the 


data used in the warrant analysis. MDOT places a higher level of credibility on Manual counts.  The main 


reason is machine counters typically count vehicle axles and divide the result in half to estimate the 


number of vehicles. The following pattern is used in order of preference (Each hour is reviewed 


independently):  


1. Manual Counts are used unadjuste d. 


2. Machine Counts Adjusted by the Count Ratio for that Approach if Manual counts are taken the 


Same Day. 


3. Machine Counts Unadjusted if there are no Manual counts or Manual counts are taken on a 


different day. 


 


If the percentage reduction for turning  movements is used, a second table will appear to the right and a 


warning to use the new table is provided. The new table uses the original table as a starting point and 


reduces the volumes based on the following:  


1. Where actual turning movement volumes are a vailable, the actual turning movement volume is 


reduced by the percentage requested to arrive at a new approach volume.  


2. For hours where turning movement volumes are not available, the average turning percentage 


from the 8 hour turning movement counts is as sumed for the remaining hours and that portion of 


the machine counts is reduced by the percentage requested to arrive at the new approach 


volume.. 


 


The remaining tabs will automatically select the second table if the turn percentage option is selected.  


 


1.3 Warrant Summary  


 


This tab collects data from the various warrant tabs and summarizes the warrants that are or are not met. 


Where there are multiple conditions within a warrant or a percentage reduction, those are noted also.   




The HAWK and Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB) criteria are minimum thresholds as opposed 


to Warrants as defined in the MMUTCD   


 


1.4 Warrant 1 – Eight Hour Vehicular Volume  


 


Based on the data entered the spreadsheet will select the  percentage of the original volumes to be used. 


The MMUTCD provides four percentage options:  


 100%: Basic minimum hourly volume   


 80%:  Used for combination of Conditions  A and B, on low speed urban roads, that do not fall 


into the 70% conditions.  (Warrant 7 is reviewed independently in separate tabs)    


 70%:  May be used when the posted speed limit exceeds 40mph or when the population of 


an isolated community is less than  10,000 people.  


 56%:  May be used for combination of Conditions A and B after other remedial measures 


have been taken when street speeds exceed 40mph or when the population in an isolated 


community is less than 10,000 people.   


 


Table 4C-1 from the MMUTCD is  used to determine if Condition A, Condition B and/or a Combination of A 


& B is met. 


 Condition A is intended to be used at intersections where the principle reason for a traffic 


signal is the large volume of intersecting traffic.   


 Condition B is intended t o be used at intersections in which Condition A is not satisfied and 


there is excessive delay on the minor street.   


o Delay data should be provided to support the use of Condition B  


 The Combination of Conditions A & B is intended for application at locations  where neither 


Condition A nor Condition B is satisfied and should only be applied after adequate trial of 


other alternatives that could cause less delay and inconvenience to traffic has failed to solve 


the traffic problems.  


 


Note:  If Condition A is satisfied then Warrant 1 is met. This is the case if Condition B is satisfied as well. 


If neither is met a combination of the two may be reviewed if adequate trial of alternative remedial 


measures has been tried.   


 


Warrant 1A, 1B and 1A &B Graphs 


 


These tabs will display a graph showing the volumes versus time of day for both the major and minor 


streets.  All information within these tabs is linked to other tabs and will calculate automatically. Two 


minimum threshold lines are also shown,  these are the minimum vehicular volumes used for Warrants 1A 


and 1B. These minimums are determined by speed and population entries. These graphs provide a good 


opportunity to review the volumes looking for anomalous data.   


 


1.5 Warrant 2 – Four Hour Vehicular  Volume 


 


Based on the volumes, this tab superimposes the data collected onto MMUTCD Figure 4C -1. Using the 


number of lanes for each approach, it finds the corresponding threshold line within the figure. If four or 


more data points lie above the threshold l ine then Warrant 2 is satisfied. There are two tabs for this 


warrant. The 100% tab is used unless the speed is in excess of 40 mph or the intersection is within an 


isolated community with a population of less than 10,000. In these cases the 70% tab will be  used. 


 


Note: High volumes may result in data points that are beyond the limits of the graph. The calculated hours 


met should still be correct. This feature applies to the graphs for all following warrants.  


 




 The volume threshold for an intersection with 3 approaches is lower than for an 


intersection with 4 approaches.  


o Pedestrian signals and other devices  are typically not allowed within 300 feet of an 


existing traffic signal or a stop controlled approach on the roadway being crossed by the 


crosswalk. 


o If the 15


th


 percentile walking speed of pedestrians is less than 3.5ft/sec, the thresholds for 


pedestrian warrants may be reduced. If this option is utilized, the percentage reduction 


should be confirmed with the Traffic Signals Unit prior to utilization.  


o The school crossing warrant does require an iterative process. The number school 


children in a group must  first be determined as it is used to calculate what a safe gap is.  


 Engineering judgment should be used when setting the number of school 


children in a group as it is variable.  


 The formula is based on the ITE Traffic Control Handbook (section 1A.11)  


o The number of school children is distinct subset of pedestrians and the counts cannot be 


used interchangeably.  


 Rail Road Grade Crossing Warrant Information  


o The clear storage distance is rounded to the nearest value on the chart. If there is no rail 


crossing prese nt, “Greater than 140” should be selected.  


o Utilize the images adjacent to determine if there is more than 1 approach lane.  


o There are a number of factors used to adjust the warrant thresholds. If the values are not 


known the default value should be used.  


 The peak hour should be selected based on the maximum number of train 


crossings per hour. If unknown, use the vehicular peak hour.  


 Selections are based on the ranges given in the MMUTCD.  


 Issue to be addressed by Signalization  


o While a warrant must be met prio r to approving a traffic signal, meeting a warrant is not 


justification in itself to install a traffic signal. This entry is intended to bring focus on this 


issue and require the engineer to acknowledge if there is an issue to be addressed. 


Except in rare  cases, the issue will be a pattern of delays or crashes correctable by 


signalization.   


 Field Data 


o The number of approach lanes should be entered by approach.  


 Typically MDOT will not approve a traffic signal unless there are at least 2 lanes 


on each approac h. If 1 approach lane is entered, the cell will turn red as a 


reminder but the analysis will proceed based on a single approach lane.  


 Turn lanes are typically counted as approach lanes.  


 If an existing signalized approach has only a single lane, it should  be reviewed to 


determine if it is wide and functioning as two approach lanes. The number of 


lanes should generally be set based on how it is used rather than based on the 


pavement markings. If the number of lanes entered does not match the 


pavement marking s include a note in the submittal to indicate it is functioning as 


more than 1 lane.  


 At intersections with less than 4 approaches, enter 0 for approaches that do not 


exist. 


o If available, utilize the 85


th


 Percentile speed for each approach. Otherwise, enter  the 


posted speed limit.  


o Enter the Machine number for Machine counts. While it does not impact the results, it is 


useful for troubleshooting data issues. While originally intended for MDOT count data, 


Consultants should also track the machine used.  


o For each approach enter:  


 Hourly Machine Counts  


 If volume reductions based on turning movements are used, the manual turn 


volumes should be entered.  


 Manual Approach Counts (These are based on the Turning Movement Counts 


but totaled for each approach).  




If there is an average of less than 1 gap per minute in the study period, the warrant is met. An 


engineering study qualifying the reasoning for  Warrant 5 should be attached if the warrant is deemed 


satisfied. 


 


1.9 Warrant 6 – Coordinated Signal System  


 


When determining if a signal should be placed into a coordinated signal system Warrant 1 is preferred to 


be met.  Warrant 6 is rarely considered and is  in most cases considered unmet.  An engineering study 


qualifying the reasoning for Warrant 6 should be attached if the warrant is deemed satisfied.    


 


1.10 Warrant 7 – Crash Experience  


 


Warrant 7 is based on the same criteria as Warrant 1 except it allows for  the use of a lower threshold of 


80% of the Warrant 1 100% thresholds if all of the conditions are met. The Combination of Conditions A & 


B is not used in this Warrant. MDOT does not typically use the combination of 70% reduction for speed or 


population in  combination with the 80% reduction for crash experience (ie: 56% threshold). There are 3 


tabs. The first summarizes the data and the following two are charts for Condition A and Condition B.   


 


Before this warrant can be considered met, the MMUTCD requires  trial of other remedial measures before 


signalization is considered and at least 5 crashes susceptible to correction by signalization over a 12 


month period.   


 


Angle crashes are the crash type generally considered to be correctable by signalization. If the  crash 


experience warrant is satisfied, attach an engineering study with this spreadsheet.  For existing traffic 


signals, this warrant should only be reviewed if no other warrant has been met. Assuming the signal 


addressed an existing crash pattern, a patt ern may not show up. If it is the only warrant met and the crash 


pattern is not present a short write up should be provided to the MDOT project manager for further 


review. 


 


1.11 Warrant 8 – Roadway Network Warrant  


 


Warrant 8 is used when installing a traffic co ntrol signal is justified as a means to encourage a more 


organized flow of traffic on the roadway.  Warrant 8 is satisfied when one or both of the criteria provided 


are met.  Warrant 8 is not typically utilized by MDOT. An engineering study qualifying the  reasoning for 


Warrant 8 should be attached if the warrant is deemed satisfied.    


 


1.12 Warrant 9 – Intersection Near a Grade Crossing  


 


Warrant 9 is used when the interaction with a nearby railroad grade crossing is the principal reason for 


considering the  installation of a traffic signal. This warrant is not applicable if the grade crossing is more 


than 140 feet from the intersection.  


 


This warrant is met if the peak hour meets the criteria. The peak hour in this case is generally in reference 


to the peak number of train crossings. Use engineering judgment if that hour deviates significantly from 


the peak hour for vehicle traffic. If the peak hour of the train crossings is unknown the vehicular peak hour 


should be used.  


 


The basic volume criteria for this wa rrant can be adjusted based on three factors. The MMUTCD provides 


tables with adjustment factors for each category:  


 


 Train crossings per day  


 Percentage of high occupancy busses (busses with 20 or more passengers)  


 Percentage of tractor trailers  




      Based on the number of approach lanes, there are two charts similar to Warrant 2. If the data point falls 


above the line associated with the clear  storage distance, the warrant is met.  


 


1.13 Alternative Pedestrian Devices  


 


The Ped Devices tabs (high and low speed) summarize the thresholds for the use of HAWK and RRFB 


devices as alternatives to a full pedestrian traffic signal. There are two tabs as the th resholds vary based 


on the speed of traffic.  


 


It should be made clear that these are thresholds as opposed to Warrants as defined in the MMUTCD. 


Meeting a threshold is only the minimum level to consider the use of these devices.  


 


In order to provide for co nvenient comparison, results of the Pedestrian Volume Warrant and School 


Crossing Warrant are included in the summary.  


 


The RRFB has both an upper and lower threshold.   


 If any data points are above the upper threshold, an RRFB should not be considered.  


 At least one data point should be above the lower threshold but additional hours meeting the 


threshold provide additional support for the use of this device.  


 


The HAWK has only a lower threshold but that threshold varies based on the length of the crosswalk.  


 Unlike the other warrant graphs, interpolation or extrapolation must be used to account for 


crosswalk lengths that do not match the curves shown. As a result, this does require the 


spreadsheet user to inspect the graph and enter the number of hours that me et the HAWK 


threshold. 


 At least one data point should be above the threshold but additional hours meeting the threshold 


provide additional support for the use of this device.  


 


If an RRFB or HAWK device threshold is met, consult with the Traffic Signals Uni t as there are additional 


criteria to consider before approving these devices.  


 


1.14 Emergency Signal Devices  


 


The Emergency Signals tab provide a location to enter data to determine the need for Signals and/or 


Advance Flashers for emergency vehicles.   


 


The “Input” tab should be filled out as with a normal warrant analysis but “Warrant Summary” tab will not 


address these types of devices.  


 


The entries are self -explanatory but will require data from the emergency service station such as number 


of runs per year an d details of any crashes related to emergency vehicles entering the roadway.  


 










The HAWK and Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB) criteria are minimum thresholds as opposed to Warrants as defined in the MMUTCD 





Warrant 1 – Eight Hour Vehicular Volume





Based on the data entered the spreadsheet will select the  percentage of the original volumes to be used. The MMUTCD provides four percentage options:


· 100%: Basic minimum hourly volume 


· 80%:  Used for combination of Conditions A and B, on low speed urban roads, that do not fall into the 70% conditions.  (Warrant 7 is reviewed independently in separate tabs)  


· 70%:  May be used when the posted speed limit exceeds 40mph or when the population of an isolated community is less than 10,000 people.


· 56%:  May be used for combination of Conditions A and B after other remedial measures have been taken when street speeds exceed 40mph or when the population in an isolated community is less than 10,000 people. 





Table 4C-1 from the MMUTCD is used to determine if Condition A, Condition B and/or a Combination of A & B is met.


· Condition A is intended to be used at intersections where the principle reason for a traffic signal is the large volume of intersecting traffic. 


· Condition B is intended to be used at intersections in which Condition A is not satisfied and there is excessive delay on the minor street. 


· Delay data should be provided to support the use of Condition B


· The Combination of Conditions A & B is intended for application at locations where neither Condition A nor Condition B is satisfied and should only be applied after adequate trial of other alternatives that could cause less delay and inconvenience to traffic has failed to solve the traffic problems.





Note:  If Condition A is satisfied then Warrant 1 is met. This is the case if Condition B is satisfied as well. If neither is met a combination of the two may be reviewed if adequate trial of alternative remedial measures has been tried. 





Warrant 1A, 1B and 1A&B Graphs





These tabs will display a graph showing the volumes versus time of day for both the major and minor streets.  All information within these tabs is linked to other tabs and will calculate automatically. Two minimum threshold lines are also shown, these are the minimum vehicular volumes used for Warrants 1A and 1B. These minimums are determined by speed and population entries. These graphs provide a good opportunity to review the volumes looking for anomalous data. 





Warrant 2 – Four Hour Vehicular Volume





Based on the volumes, this tab superimposes the data collected onto MMUTCD Figure 4C-1. Using the number of lanes for each approach, it finds the corresponding threshold line within the figure. If four or more data points lie above the threshold line then Warrant 2 is satisfied. There are two tabs for this warrant. The 100% tab is used unless the speed is in excess of 40 mph or the intersection is within an isolated community with a population of less than 10,000. In these cases the 70% tab will be used.





Note: High volumes may result in data points that are beyond the limits of the graph. The calculated hours met should still be correct. This feature applies to the graphs for all following warrants.







If there is an average of less than 1 gap per minute in the study period, the warrant is met. An engineering study qualifying the reasoning for Warrant 5 should be attached if the warrant is deemed satisfied.





Warrant 6 – Coordinated Signal System





When determining if a signal should be placed into a coordinated signal system Warrant 1 is preferred to be met.  Warrant 6 is rarely considered and is in most cases considered unmet.  An engineering study qualifying the reasoning for Warrant 6 should be attached if the warrant is deemed satisfied.  





Warrant 7 – Crash Experience





Warrant 7 is based on the same criteria as Warrant 1 except it allows for the use of a lower threshold of 80% of the Warrant 1 100% thresholds if all of the conditions are met. The Combination of Conditions A & B is not used in this Warrant. MDOT does not typically use the combination of 70% reduction for speed or population in combination with the 80% reduction for crash experience (ie: 56% threshold). There are 3 tabs. The first summarizes the data and the following two are charts for Condition A and Condition B. 





Before this warrant can be considered met, the MMUTCD requires trial of other remedial measures before signalization is considered and at least 5 crashes susceptible to correction by signalization over a 12 month period. 





Angle crashes are the crash type generally considered to be correctable by signalization. If the crash experience warrant is satisfied, attach an engineering study with this spreadsheet.  For existing traffic signals, this warrant should only be reviewed if no other warrant has been met. Assuming the signal addressed an existing crash pattern, a pattern may not show up. If it is the only warrant met and the crash pattern is not present a short write up should be provided to the MDOT project manager for further review.





Warrant 8 – Roadway Network Warrant





Warrant 8 is used when installing a traffic control signal is justified as a means to encourage a more organized flow of traffic on the roadway.  Warrant 8 is satisfied when one or both of the criteria provided are met.  Warrant 8 is not typically utilized by MDOT. An engineering study qualifying the reasoning for Warrant 8 should be attached if the warrant is deemed satisfied.  





Warrant 9 – Intersection Near a Grade Crossing





Warrant 9 is used when the interaction with a nearby railroad grade crossing is the principal reason for considering the installation of a traffic signal. This warrant is not applicable if the grade crossing is more than 140 feet from the intersection.





This warrant is met if the peak hour meets the criteria. The peak hour in this case is generally in reference to the peak number of train crossings. Use engineering judgment if that hour deviates significantly from the peak hour for vehicle traffic. If the peak hour of the train crossings is unknown the vehicular peak hour should be used.





The basic volume criteria for this warrant can be adjusted based on three factors. The MMUTCD provides tables with adjustment factors for each category:





· Train crossings per day


· Percentage of high occupancy busses (busses with 20 or more passengers)


· Percentage of tractor trailers










			


Based on the number of approach lanes, there are two charts similar to Warrant 2. If the data point falls above the line associated with the clear storage distance, the warrant is met.





Alternative Pedestrian Devices





The Ped Devices tabs (high and low speed) summarize the thresholds for the use of HAWK and RRFB devices as alternatives to a full pedestrian traffic signal. There are two tabs as the thresholds vary based on the speed of traffic.





It should be made clear that these are thresholds as opposed to Warrants as defined in the MMUTCD. Meeting a threshold is only the minimum level to consider the use of these devices.





In order to provide for convenient comparison, results of the Pedestrian Volume Warrant and School Crossing Warrant are included in the summary.





The RRFB has both an upper and lower threshold. 


· If any data points are above the upper threshold, an RRFB should not be considered.


· At least one data point should be above the lower threshold but additional hours meeting the threshold provide additional support for the use of this device.





The HAWK has only a lower threshold but that threshold varies based on the length of the crosswalk.


· Unlike the other warrant graphs, interpolation or extrapolation must be used to account for crosswalk lengths that do not match the curves shown. As a result, this does require the spreadsheet user to inspect the graph and enter the number of hours that meet the HAWK threshold.


· At least one data point should be above the threshold but additional hours meeting the threshold provide additional support for the use of this device.





If an RRFB or HAWK device threshold is met, consult with the Traffic Signals Unit as there are additional criteria to consider before approving these devices.





Emergency Signal Devices





The Emergency Signals tab provide a location to enter data to determine the need for Signals and/or Advance Flashers for emergency vehicles. 





The “Input” tab should be filled out as with a normal warrant analysis but “Warrant Summary” tab will not address these types of devices.





The entries are self-explanatory but will require data from the emergency service station such as number of runs per year and details of any crashes related to emergency vehicles entering the roadway.







Warrant 3 – Peak Hour





Warrant 3 is to be used at a location where at a minimum of one (1) hour per day the minor road traffic suffers undue delay when attempting to enter the major street. This is common at office complexes, schools, or industrial complexes. There are two conditions for this warrant. 





Warrant 3A requires minimum levels of delay and volume during the peak hour.  


· Does the total entering volume for that hour equal or exceed 800 vehicles per hour (vph) for a four legged intersection or 650vph for a three legged intersection?


· The delay of the minor street is shown in vehicle hours.  Field measured delay is preferred, but this number can be found by running the delay report in Synchro.





The spreadsheet will automatically answer whether the Peak Hour Delay warrant is met for Warrant 3A.  





Warrant 3B provides a visual representation of the peak hour conditions.  In the same fashion as Warrant 2, Warrant 3B has two thresholds (100% and 70%). If any one point falls above the threshold curve then Warrant 3B is satisfied.  





The MMUTCD does not clarify how to apply Warrant 3 to approaches with more than 2 approach lanes. They should be treated the same as a 2 lane approach.





Warrant 4 – Minimum Pedestrian Volume





In the spreadsheet for Warrant 4 there are four tabs corresponding to the Four Hour and Peak Hour condition at the 100% and 70% thresholds, based on speeds and population. Each tab has a graph similar to Warrant 2 that is checked to determine if the data points for each hour are above the threshold line. The Four Hour condition requires that 4 points be above the threshold line. The Peak Hour condition only requires a single hour above the threshold line. 


 


Warrant 4 is not applicable if there is a signal within 300 feet of the intersection. 





There is the option to reduce the threshold if, if the 15th Percentile walking speed is less than 3.5 ft/sec. The Traffic Signals Unit should be consulted prior to applying a reduction. Secondly the project manager will need to approve whether the pedestrian gap should be checked or not. This would check if there were 60 gaps per hour of adequate length for pedestrians to cross during the same time period when the pedestrian volume criterion is satisfied. This measure would have to be determined through a field evaluation and review. 





Warrant 5 – School Crossing





For the School Crossing warrant the street width and the number of children crossing per group is used to determine the length of a safe gap is. This information will provide the user with the amount of time necessary to produce a safe gap for children to cross.  The safe gap within the spreadsheet is automatically calculated using the following method presented in the ITE Traffic Control Handbook (section 1A.11):








  where:
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· The volume threshold for an intersection with 3 approaches is lower than for an intersection with 4 approaches.


· Pedestrian signals and other devices are typically not allowed within 300 feet of an existing traffic signal or a stop controlled approach on the roadway being crossed by the crosswalk.


· If the 15th percentile walking speed of pedestrians is less than 3.5ft/sec, the thresholds for pedestrian warrants may be reduced. If this option is utilized, the percentage reduction should be confirmed with the Traffic Signals Unit prior to utilization.


· The school crossing warrant does require an iterative process. The number school children in a group must first be determined as it is used to calculate what a safe gap is.


· Engineering judgment should be used when setting the number of school children in a group as it is variable.


· The formula is based on the ITE Traffic Control Handbook (section 1A.11)


· The number of school children is distinct subset of pedestrians and the counts cannot be used interchangeably.


· Rail Road Grade Crossing Warrant Information


· The clear storage distance is rounded to the nearest value on the chart. If there is no rail crossing present, “Greater than 140” should be selected.


· Utilize the images adjacent to determine if there is more than 1 approach lane.


· There are a number of factors used to adjust the warrant thresholds. If the values are not known the default value should be used.


· The peak hour should be selected based on the maximum number of train crossings per hour. If unknown, use the vehicular peak hour.


· Selections are based on the ranges given in the MMUTCD.


· Issue to be addressed by Signalization


· While a warrant must be met prior to approving a traffic signal, meeting a warrant is not justification in itself to install a traffic signal. This entry is intended to bring focus on this issue and require the engineer to acknowledge if there is an issue to be addressed. Except in rare cases, the issue will be a pattern of delays or crashes correctable by signalization. 


· Field Data


· The number of approach lanes should be entered by approach.


· Typically MDOT will not approve a traffic signal unless there are at least 2 lanes on each approach. If 1 approach lane is entered, the cell will turn red as a reminder but the analysis will proceed based on a single approach lane.


· Turn lanes are typically counted as approach lanes.


· If an existing signalized approach has only a single lane, it should be reviewed to determine if it is wide and functioning as two approach lanes. The number of lanes should generally be set based on how it is used rather than based on the pavement markings. If the number of lanes entered does not match the pavement markings include a note in the submittal to indicate it is functioning as more than 1 lane.


· At intersections with less than 4 approaches, enter 0 for approaches that do not exist.


· If available, utilize the 85th Percentile speed for each approach. Otherwise, enter the posted speed limit.


· Enter the Machine number for Machine counts. While it does not impact the results, it is useful for troubleshooting data issues. While originally intended for MDOT count data, Consultants should also track the machine used.


· For each approach enter:


· Hourly Machine Counts


· If volume reductions based on turning movements are used, the manual turn volumes should be entered.


· Manual Approach Counts (These are based on the Turning Movement Counts but totaled for each approach).




· Pedestrians crossing the approach (i.e.: The pedestrians crossing the NB approach will be for the pedestrians crossing the south leg of the intersection.) The spreadsheet reassigns them as needed.


· Verify the count data


· Confirm if the Machine and Manual counts were taken on the same day


· If the Machine and Manual counts were taken on the same day a number of checks are made with warnings provided.


· Are there any hours that have a volume of zero in the Machine counts? 


· Are there any hours that have a volume of zero in the Manual counts?


· For the typical 8 hours of Manual counting, the Manual counts are compared to the Machine counts. Machine counters typically count axels and divide by 2 to determine the vehicle volume. This results in the Machine counts typically being slightly higher than the Manual counts. The ratio shown will typically be in the range of 0.70 to 1.00.


· If any of the warnings are shown, the engineer should review the data to determine if the data entered is correct.


· Prior to completing the warrant analysis, the engineer must confirm that the data appears to be correct, even if no warning is provided. Failure to do so will result in a data validation error on the “Warrant Summary” tab.


· If a HAWK pedestrian device is being considered, on the “Ped Devices Low Speed” or “Ped Devices High Speed” tab, the graph should be inspected and the number of data points exceeding the threshold should be entered on the correct tab.


· If an Emergency Signal or Advance Flasher is being considered, on the “Emergency Signals” tab, the yellow cells should be filled in with the data requested.





Volume Summary





The raw volume data is not utilized in the warrant analysis. As the Machine and Manual counts typically are not identical, they are adjusted to be consistent. The “Volume Summary” tab provides a listing of the data used in the warrant analysis. MDOT places a higher level of credibility on Manual counts. The main reason is machine counters typically count vehicle axles and divide the result in half to estimate the number of vehicles. The following pattern is used in order of preference (Each hour is reviewed independently):


1. Manual Counts are used unadjusted.


2. Machine Counts Adjusted by the Count Ratio for that Approach if Manual counts are taken the Same Day.


3. Machine Counts Unadjusted if there are no Manual counts or Manual counts are taken on a different day.





If the percentage reduction for turning movements is used, a second table will appear to the right and a warning to use the new table is provided. The new table uses the original table as a starting point and reduces the volumes based on the following:


1. Where actual turning movement volumes are available, the actual turning movement volume is reduced by the percentage requested to arrive at a new approach volume.


2. For hours where turning movement volumes are not available, the average turning percentage from the 8 hour turning movement counts is assumed for the remaining hours and that portion of the machine counts is reduced by the percentage requested to arrive at the new approach volume..





The remaining tabs will automatically select the second table if the turn percentage option is selected.





Warrant Summary





This tab collects data from the various warrant tabs and summarizes the warrants that are or are not met. Where there are multiple conditions within a warrant or a percentage reduction, those are noted also. 




[bookmark: _Toc211852954]Signal Warrant Analysis Spreadsheet





The following will describe how to utilize the “2015 MMUTCD Signal Warrant Spreadsheet” in the determination of signal warrants. The spreadsheet is broken down into various tabs. Most tabs are protected with data being entered on the “INPUT” tab. Most of the other tabs are write protected but the formulas can be observed and checked. While it should not be necessary, if the engineer finds the need to unlock a tab and override a formula, he should include a summary of all changes with the analysis.





Several of the warrants have multiple criteria based on speed and population. To account for this, there are multiple tabs for some warrants. If the data on a tab does not apply to the intersection in question, a red warning message will be displayed.





At the bottom of many of the tabs are hidden calculation data. There is a note indicating the rows involved. This information should generally be left unchanged. 


 


Data Input





With two exceptions, all data is entered on the “INPUT” tab. Valid input fields are highlighted in Yellow. The valid fields will change based on prior choices, so it is best to start with a blank copy of the spreadsheet and fill in data from top to bottom. Where possible, entries are limited through the use of drop down menus. The two exceptions are for the Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (aka HAWK signal) and the Emergency Vehicle devices. 





Failure to complete all cells highlighted in yellow may result in errors in the analysis.





Below is a breakdown of the information entered in the “INPUT” tab:


· In the first section, enter the general location information. 


· The spreadsheet automatically designates the major roadway based on the first road listed.


· It is important to set the direction for each roadway correctly as it factors into the calculations. 


· Two dates are provided: The date the data was collected and the date of the analysis.


· General warrant criteria


· Some warrants allow for lower thresholds if the intersection is in the built up portion of an isolated community with a population of less than 10,000. 


· At locations with a high percentage of right turn traffic, the MMUTCD allows the right turn volume to be reduced to address the “right turn on red” phenomena. If this option is utilized, the percentage reduction should be confirmed with the Traffic Signals Unit.


· At intersections where a left turn is from a one way road turning onto another one way road (such as at a crossover on a boulevard), the left turn volumes can be reduced in a similar manner. In this case, enter the left turn reduction percentages.


· Warrant 1 Condition A & B and Warrant 7 require that other remedial measures be attempted prior to the application of the volume portions of these warrants. If used, details of the remedial measures attempted should be provided with the warrant analysis.


· Warrant 7 requires a pattern of crashes susceptible to correction by signalization. If used, details of the crash analysis should be provided with the warrant analysis.


· Warrant 3 requires an estimate of delay and a determination of the peak hour.


· The delay will typically be determined by simulation modeling.


· Where possible, the projected delay from the modeling should be confirmed with a field review.


· For typical optimization projects, the delay is determined by taking the delay per vehicle and multiplying it by the number of vehicles making the movement in question. The delay is then converted from seconds to hours.






Subject: RE: Morningside Revised TIS-6/21/2017
 
Julie,
Preliminary feedback, see below (highlighted in yellow by me for easier digging). 
 
Alexis DiLeo, AICP | City Planner
City of Ann Arbor Planning & Development
301 East Huron Street, P.O. Box 8647
Ann Arbor, MI  48107-8647
Direct 734-794-6000 x 42610 | General 734-794-6265
 

From: Liu, Luke 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 10:18 AM
To: DiLeo, Alexis <ADiLeo@a2gov.org>; Redinger, Cynthia <CRedinger@a2gov.org>
Subject: RE: Morningside Revised TIS-6/21/2017
 
Can you forward this to Julie?  This is only about the intersection at Nielson Court.  Cynthia may have
other review comments.  Thanks.
 
Luke
 

From: DiLeo, Alexis 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 9:15 AM
To: Liu, Luke <YLiu@a2gov.org>; Redinger, Cynthia <CRedinger@a2gov.org>
Subject: RE: Morningside Revised TIS-6/21/2017
 
Luke,
 
Sure thing.  Should I forward this email to Julie Kroll or would you like to write up a memo? 
 
Alexis DiLeo, AICP | City Planner
City of Ann Arbor Planning & Development
301 East Huron Street, P.O. Box 8647
Ann Arbor, MI  48107-8647
Direct 734-794-6000 x 42610 | General 734-794-6265
 

From: Liu, Luke 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2017 3:14 PM
To: DiLeo, Alexis <ADiLeo@a2gov.org>; Redinger, Cynthia <CRedinger@a2gov.org>
Subject: RE: Morningside Revised TIS-6/21/2017
 
Hi, Alexis.
 
I’d like to request traffic signal warrant analysis spreadsheet from F&V for intersection Maiden &

mailto:ADiLeo@a2gov.org
mailto:CRedinger@a2gov.org
mailto:YLiu@a2gov.org
mailto:CRedinger@a2gov.org
mailto:ADiLeo@a2gov.org
mailto:CRedinger@a2gov.org


Neilson.  Only Warrant 3 and Warrant 4 are included in the PDF version of latest report.  Thanks.
 
Luke
 

From: DiLeo, Alexis 
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 10:25 AM
To: Redinger, Cynthia <CRedinger@a2gov.org>; Liu, Luke <YLiu@a2gov.org>
Subject: FW: Morningside Revised TIS-6/21/2017
 
Hi, Cynthia and Luke,
 
Any update that I can pass along to Julie?  Perhaps you have already spoken to her directly
yesterday? 
 
Alexis DiLeo, AICP | City Planner
City of Ann Arbor Planning & Development
301 East Huron Street, P.O. Box 8647
Ann Arbor, MI  48107-8647
Direct 734-794-6000 x 42610 | General 734-794-6265
 

From: Julie M. Kroll [mailto:jkroll@fveng.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 5:38 PM
To: DiLeo, Alexis <ADiLeo@a2gov.org>
Cc: Liu, Luke <YLiu@a2gov.org>; Ron Mucha (rmucha@morningsideUSA.com)
<rmucha@morningsideUSA.com>; Brandon M. Hayes <bhayes@fveng.com>; Mike J. Labadie
<mlabadie@fveng.com>; Redinger, Cynthia <CRedinger@a2gov.org>
Subject: RE: Morningside Revised TIS-6/21/2017
 
Hi Alexis,
I wanted to check if there are any review comments on the most recent traffic submittal from June

21st,  I checked etrakit and didn’t see it listed. Do you have an ETA?
 
Thanks,
Julie
 
 
Julie M. Kroll, PE, PTOE
 
FLEIS & VANDENBRINK
27725 Stansbury Blvd., Suite 150 | Farmington Hills | MI | 48334
O: 248.536.0080 | D: 248.536.1998 | C: 248.342.5786 | F: 248.536.0079
www.fveng.com
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From: Julie M. Kroll 
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2017 1:58 PM
To: Cynthia Redinger (credinger@a2gov.org) <credinger@a2gov.org>
Cc: ADiLeo (ADiLeo@a2gov.org) <ADiLeo@a2gov.org>; 'Liu, Luke' <YLiu@a2gov.org>; Ron Mucha
(rmucha@morningsideUSA.com) <rmucha@morningsideUSA.com>; Brandon M. Hayes
<bhayes@fveng.com>; Mike Labadie <mlabadie@fveng.com>; Lia Michaels (lmichaels@hrc-
engr.com) <lmichaels@hrc-engr.com>
Subject: Morningside Revised TIS-6/21/2017
 
Cynthia,

Attached is the response letter to comments from June 2nd , 2017.  The updated report and
appendices (Synchro models) are available for download here:
https://fveng.sharefile.com/d-s8711a2526074ca0b
 
Alexis-Can you please upload the report into the etrakit system for this project?
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or need any additional information.
 
Thanks,
Julie
 
 
Julie M. Kroll, PE, PTOE
Sr. Project Manager
 

FLEIS & VANDENBRINK
27725 Stansbury Blvd., Suite 150 | Farmington Hills | MI | 48334
O: 248.536.0080 | D: 248.536.1998 | C: 248.342.5786 | F: 248.536.0079
www.fveng.com
 
ü Please consider the environment before printing this email.
 
 

The information contained in this message and any attachment may be proprietary, confidential, and privileged or subject to the work
product doctrine and thus protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately by replying to this
message and deleting it and all copies and backups thereof. Thank you.

The information contained in this message and any attachment may be proprietary, confidential, and privileged or subject to the work
product doctrine and thus protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately by replying to this
message and deleting it and all copies and backups thereof. Thank you.
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